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Abstract

Callosal projection neurons (CPN) are a diverse population of neocortical projection neurons that connect the two hemispheres of the cerebral cortex via the corpus callosum. They play key roles in high-level associative connectivity, and have been implicated in cognitive syndromes of high-level associative dysfunction, such as autism spectrum disorders. CPN evolved relatively recently compared to other cortical neuron populations, and have undergone disproportionately large expansion from mouse to human. While much is known about the anatomical trajectory of developing CPN axons, and progress has been made in identifying cellular and molecular controls over midline crossing, only recently have molecular-genetic controls been identified that specify CPN populations, and help define CPN subpopulations. In this review, we discuss development, diversity, and evolution of CPN.

Introduction

The cerebral cortex, and neocortex in particular, contains hundreds of distinct neuronal subtypes that enable it to perform incredibly complex tasks. Complexity of cognition and associative behavior expands with increased abundance and diversity of unique, yet precise connectivity among these neuronal subtypes[1]. Callosal projection neurons (CPN) play a key role in this high-level associative complexity. They are interhemispheric commissural pyramidal neurons whose myelinated axons make up the corpus callosum, the largest white matter tract in the placental mammalian brain, which connects the two cerebral hemispheres[2]. This review will discuss recent studies that have advanced our understanding of the development, diversity, and evolution of CPN.

Development of the neocortex

During neocortical development, initial populations of partially fate-restricted progenitors sequentially give rise to the wide variety of diverse mature neural cells – neurons, astroglia, and oligodendroglia[3]. The diverse neocortical neuronal population can be broadly divided into two main divisions: excitatory glutamatergic projection neurons, and inhibitory...
GABAergic interneurons. Excitatory neocortical projection neurons arise primarily from apical and early basal intermediate progenitors in the dorsal (pallial) ventricular zone (VZ) and later from an intermediate population of basal progenitors in the subventricular zone (SVZ)[4,5], while interneurons arise from progenitors in the ventral (subpallial) ganglionic eminences[6]. The six-layered neocortex progressively forms in an inside-out fashion during embryonic development, with later-born superficial layer neurons migrating past the earlier-born deep layer neurons. Superficial neocortical layers arise primarily from later born intermediate basal progenitors of the SVZ, a type of transit amplifying progenitor generated from radial glia progenitors [7]. Neurons with the same laminar location share a common birthdate[8,9]; however, even within a layer, many anatomically and molecularly distinct neuronal subtypes coexist. Thus, substantial neuronal diversity exists both between and within layers, and laminar position is not nearly sufficient to define neuronal subtype identity and function. While broad controls governing cortical patterning are well studied, only recently have neuron subtype-specific controls begun to be elucidated[10–21].

Three broad subclasses exist within the class of excitatory cortical projection neurons – corticofugal projection neurons (CFuPN), callosal projection neurons (CPN), and ipsilateral circuit connection neurons. CFuPN project away from the cortex; they respect the midline, are earlier-born, and reside in the deep layers (as is discussed later in this review, CFuPN are also evolutionarily older). CFuPN project both subcortically to deeper brain areas, and subcerebrally to brainstem and spinal cord targets. In contrast, CPN cross the midline in the brain, project interhemispherically, and function to integrate information between the two cerebral hemispheres. CPN are more abundant than CFuPN and comprise the largest class of commissural neurons in placental mammals[2]; their cell bodies principally reside in cortical layers II/III (approximately 80% in rodents), layer V (approximately 20% in rodents), and to a lesser extent layer VI.

Abnormalities of CPN are pathological. Absence of CPN connectivity in humans is associated with defects in abstract reasoning, problem solving, and generalization[22]. CPN dysgenesis is one of only a few reproducibly identified pathologies in autism spectrum disorders (ASD), with reduced corpus callosum connectivity relative to overall brain volume observed in affected individuals, often with a smaller corpus callosum[23–28]. In addition, complete or partial agenesis of the corpus callosum, as well as surgical callosotomy, result in cognitive deficits that differ depending on when in development CPN connections are lost, how much of the corpus callosum is disturbed, and the extent of secondary effects, such as aberrant connectivity[22]. The potential for identifying roles of unique populations of neurons specifically affected in diseases, such as ASD, will be enhanced by understanding neuronal diversity of projection neurons themselves within the neocortex. Molecular diversity underlies this stark anatomical and functional dichotomy between the two broad subclasses of CFuPN and CPN, as well as diversity within these subclasses.

**Callosal Projection Neurons**

**Early Development and Axon Guidance**

CPN maturation follows a set of discrete sequential steps as CPN establish correct circuitry and synaptic connections with their targets in the contralateral hemisphere. CPN are born throughout corticogenesis at the same times in development as other neurons with cell bodies residing in their same cortical layers: in the mouse, layer VI CPN are born at approximately embryonic day 12.5 (E12.5) along with corticothalamic projection neurons (CThPN); layer V CPN are born around E13.5 along with corticospinal motor neurons (CSMN); and superficial layer CPN are born from approximately E15.5 to E17.5[14,29]. As CPN are born, the two telencephalic hemispheres begin fusing, aided in part by two populations of glia - midline zipper glia and indusium griseum glia[30–33] (Figure 1a).
While cellular and molecular mechanisms of midline fusion have not been completely identified, it is clear that if the midline is not fully fused, callosal axons have no substrate and cannot cross to the contralateral hemisphere. Many midline fusion and glial defects cause partial or complete agenesis of the corpus callosum, independent from abnormalities of CPN themselves (see Ref. [34] for review).

As the hemispheres continue to fuse, populations of glia and local neurons form the transient bridge-like subcallosal sling across the midline [30,35,36]. CPN send axons ventrally toward the intermediate zone guided, in part, by signals from indusium griseum glia dorsally at the midline and glial wedge and subcallosal sling populations ventrally[32,33,36]. Upon reaching the intermediate zone, callosal axons turn toward the midline to cross at the corticoseptal boundary, rather than projecting laterally as CFuPN do. Upon encountering the contralateral glial wedge, CPN axons turn dorsally and extend into the neocortex toward homotopic targets. Mechanisms of precise CPN targeting to contralateral homotopic regions are still largely unknown, but callosal axons have been shown to follow the trajectory of radial glia in the contralateral hemisphere as they extend their axons to appropriate targets[37]. During development (at E17 in mouse), axons from neurons of the cingulate cortex begin the process of midline crossing[30,38–40] and might act as pioneers for neocortical CPN[41] (Figure 1a), which begin to cross one day later[30]. First-born, deep-layer cingulate pioneers and neocortical CPN are the first of each respective population to cross the midline and, therefore, reach final targets before superficial layer CPN.

Processes of midline crossing and targeting are mediated by a large number of long-range and short-range signals that, while highly studied, are not completely known. Key molecular regulators controlling midline crossing and targeting are best studied for deep layer, early-crossing CPN; it is not evident whether or not superficial layer, later-born CPN employ the same mechanisms. These processes have been extensively reviewed elsewhere[31,32,36,38] and we will only briefly summarize that body of work here.

Studies over the past decade have uncovered some midline crossing and targeting controls that operate at several different levels of CPN function. At the level of growth cone dynamics in callosal axons themselves, Mammalian Enabled (Mena) plays a role in actin cytoskeletal dynamics in neurons of neocortical layers II/III and V, and is required for proper formation of the corpus callosum as well as the hippocampal commissure[42]. Long-range guidance molecules, such as members of the Slit/ Robo, Wnt, and Netrin families also play active roles in axon guidance across the corpus callosum. Slits, including Slit2, are enriched along the midline, surrounding the area through which CPN axons pass; these axons express the Slit receptor Robo1 [31,43–47]. Wnts, particularly Wnt5a, are necessary for formation of all forebrain commissures, both through canonical, Frizzled3-mediated[48], and non-canonical, Receptor-like Tyrosine kinase (Ryk)-mediated[49,50], receptor transduction pathways[31]. In addition to Slits and Wnts, Netrin1 and its receptor, deleted in colorectal cancer (DCC), are also required for all forebrain commissure formation[31,51–53]; however, although CPN express DCC, there is no evidence that DCC-mediated mechanisms of guidance are the same in the corpus callosum as they are for Netrin1 in commissure formation of the spinal cord[51,54]. At least some guidance roles of the subcallosal sling are mediated by Semaphorin-3C (Sema3C) attraction through the Neuropilin1 receptor on CPN[36,55]. In addition to long-range signals, short-range, local interactors – in particular ephrins and their receptors (EphA5, EphB1, and EphrinB3) – are essential for corpus callosum formation[31,56,57]. Notably, it appears rare for guidance defects in corpus callosum formation to be callosum-specific; rather, they typically affect broader populations of commissures.
As a broad population, CPN extend exuberant projections throughout development, with the maximal number of CPN with dual projections occurring at approximately postnatal day 8 (P8) in mice[58,59]. Dual projections are progressively refined until approximately P21, when the adult projection pattern for CPN is established; this process is thought to occur largely through activity-dependant, Hebbian mechanisms[59–62]. Interestingly, laterally located CPN that are furthest from the midline and the many signaling molecules present there, extend a bifurcated axon early in development that projects toward both the midline and the internal capsule. Only later (approximately P11 in mice) do lateral developing CPN retract axonal segments projecting to the internal capsule[63].

**Anatomical Diversity**

CPN extend an axon to the homotopic region of the contralateral neocortex; thus, the location of a CPN within the cortex defines the target of its callosal axon[64]. The corpus callosum is often broadly categorized in six regions from rostral to caudal, named for homotopic regions these axons connect: frontal, motor, somatosensory, auditory, temporoparietal, and visual. Callosal fibers vary in density and diameter across these regions, both in rodents and humans[2].

In addition to homotopic, interhemispheric projections extended by all CPN, subpopulations of CPN can be defined by the variety of long-range dual axonal projections they extend. Subpopulations of CPN send dual projections to contra- or ipsilateral striatum (here, referred to as CStrPNi)[65], caudally to contra- and/or ipsilateral primary somatosensory cortex (here, referred to as BPN)[58,66], or rostrally to contra- or ipsilateral frontal areas (here, referred to as FPN)[58] (Figure 1b). CPN with dual projections reside preferentially in the deep layers of the neocortex. For example, in adult mice, only about 4% of layer II/III CPN extend dual axonal projections to the frontal premotor cortex, while approximately 40% of layer V CPN do[58]. CStrPNi reside almost exclusively in layer Va[65], which supports the hypothesis that CPN with dual projections reside in evolutionarily-older deep layers, and, therefore, are more likely to have been evolutionarily co-opted from existing CFuPN. Additionally, deep layer CPN (layers V and VI) provide about 80% of the collaterals connecting primary motor cortex to primary somatosensory cortex, and some deep layer CPN have also been shown to project to secondary somatosensory cortex and the claustrum, in addition to the striatum[67]. In patients with partial agenesis of the corpus callosum, diffusion tensor imaging detects heterotopic axonal projections that are not detectable in healthy subjects[68]. It is possible that, in healthy subjects, these heterotopic projections are still present, but undetectable over overwhelming signal from intact, homotopic axons. If this is the case, there might be much more diversity of connectivity within the human corpus callosum than investigators have been able to detect with current technology.

While deep layer CPN have long-distance dual projecting axons, superficial layer CPN participate in local circuitry within cortical columns. Ipsilaterally, superficial layer CPN send collaterals to pyramidal neurons within layers II/III, and even more strongly to layer V. They also send collaterals to pyramidal and stellate neurons in layer VI. In addition to participating in column circuitry locally, superficially-located CPN also extend collaterals within the contralateral cortex, as their axons project radially into the neocortex after crossing through the corpus callosum[69]. Thus, in addition to their role in integrating two homotopic regions of the neocortical hemispheres, CPN are responsible for association and integration among different neuronal types in ipsilateral and contralateral cortical hemispheres.

Such laminar, anatomical, and connectivity diversity within the broad population of CPN demonstrate that it is not a homogenous population of projection neurons. Rather, CPN
make up a strikingly diverse set of sub-populations requiring precise control of their neuronal diversity by a complex and interactive set of molecular-genetic controls.

**Molecular-Genetic Controls over CPN Development and Diversity**

Although, as discussed earlier, much progress has been made in beginning to understand the anatomical trajectory of developing CPN axons and cellular and molecular controls over midline crossing[30–32,36–38,42–44,46,54,70–72], considerably less is known about molecular-genetic controls that specify CPN subtype identity and control this precise development. Because the majority of CPN reside in superficial layers, the first identified molecular controls over CPN generation and development were identified as laminar-specific genes (Table S1). In 2002, two POU-domain transcriptional regulators, *Brn1* and *Brn2*, were identified as expressed in superficial cortical layers, and as necessary for correct cortical lamination and neuronal migration[73,74]. When both *Brn1* and *Brn2* are deleted, superficial layer pyramidal neurons are not generated[74]. In addition, transcription factors cut-like homeobox 1 and 2 (*Cux1* and *Cux2*) are expressed in the SVZ and selectively in superficial neocortical layers[75], with *Cux2* function being necessary for SVZ formation [76]. In 2008, the first critical molecular regulator of broad CPN specification, special AT-rich sequence-binding protein 2 (SATB2), was identified and characterized as a DNA-binding transcription factor expressed in CPN. SATB2 is necessary for specification of CPN through repression of COUP-TF interacting protein 2 (CTIP2)[16,17], a transcription factor critical for CSMN axon outgrowth and fasciculation[10,11,14,77,78]. In the absence of SATB2 function, neurons that would have extended axons across the corpus callosum instead project subcortically through the internal capsule and take on some molecular characteristics of CFuPN. Identification of SATB2 as a molecular regulator of CPN identity across all layers, especially axonal connectivity through inhibition of CTIP2, significantly advanced the characterization of CPN at a molecular level. However, many interesting questions about instructive molecular signals responsible for midline crossing and precise homo- and heterotopic connections remain to be answered. Importantly, mechanisms by which this and other still-uncharacterized signals govern general CPN development are still largely unknown.

Recently, molecular-genetic controls that act specifically in subclasses of CPN have begun to be identified. The transcription factor activator enhancing binding protein 2 gamma (AP2γ) acts specifically in a subset of radial glia cortical progenitors to specify SVZ intermediate progenitors and enable the switch from proliferative to neurogenic division, and to generate a specific subpopulation of superficial layer CPN in visual cortex[79]. Interestingly, while the action of AP2γ is highly area specific, the expression of AP2γ is not, suggesting an areally-restricted partner or compensatory activity. In addition, *Cux1* and *Cux2*, previously discussed as layer-specific identifiers, regulate dendrite branching, spine development, and synapse formation specifically in layer II/III CPN[80]. These subtype-specific controls are important for understanding the diversity that exists within and is integral to the broad CPN population.

Multiple approaches have been used successfully to identify molecular controls over temporal and/or laminar stages of neocortical projection neuron development. Investigators have screened gene expression databases for transcriptional regulators expressed in relevant laminae or progenitor zones of the neocortex, or have investigated functions of guidance molecules known to play critical roles in guiding neuronal populations in other regions of the nervous system. However, in order to identify molecular controls over development of specific, individual populations of neocortical projection neurons in a more direct and unbiased manner, approaches to isolate and purify individual neuronal populations have provided substantial power and sensitivity. One approach that has proven useful for isolating distinct populations of cortical projection neurons has been to first retrogradely label them.
from their developmental axonal trajectories and final axonal targets, and then to purify them using fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) (Figure 2). For a variety of reasons discussed elsewhere[10,11,14], this approach was first used to label and isolate CPN[10,81–83], CSMN[10,11,84], corticotectal projection neurons (CTPN[10]), CThPN, CStrPN, and segmentally specific cervical or lumbar CSMN. These purified neurons were submitted to comparative microarray analysis to identify genes differentially expressed by each population at four key embryonic and postnatal developmental stages (E18.5, P3, P6, P14). Other purification methods have also proven fruitful for isolating distinct populations of cortical projection neurons [85,86].

Purification of specific neuronal populations, followed by comparative gene expression analyses has not only led to the identification of genes expressed by each population at distinct stages in development, but has also enriched for critical subtype-specific molecular controls by comparing gene expression between very closely related cortical projection neuron populations. This work has already identified a set of genes that, in combination, define a progressively restricting program of molecular-genetic controls (or a “molecular-logic”) over development of important populations of cortical projection neurons including CPN [10,11,15,18,21,81,87]. These data were collected as symmetric with regard to development of the neocortical projection neuron populations compared, and provides equivalent (but not yet functionally investigated) information regarding molecular-genetic controls over CPN development both as a broad population and in specific subpopulations[81] (Figure 3, Table S1 in supplementary material online).

CPN genes identified in this way have been analyzed based on their laminar- and sublaminar-specific distributions across different stages of maturation [81] (Figure 3, Table S1 in supplementary material online). Temporal information from these analyses identifies distinct molecular stages of CPN development that likely reflect known processes occurring during CPN maturation. Molecular controls expressed most highly early in CPN development (i.e. at or before E18.5 in the mouse, such as Inhba, Btg1, Frmd4b, Epha3, and Ptn) likely act during neuronal subtype specification, refinement of differentiation, migration, or initial axonal extension. Genes whose expression sharply rises and falls (i.e.. are specifically expressed only during the mid-stages of CPN development, such as Cpne4, Tmtc4, Nnmt, Cav1, Nectin-3, and Chn2) might be hypothesized to function when CPN have already crossed the midline and are extending toward their specific targets. Genes expressed specifically late in CPN development (e.g. Plexin-D1, Gfra2, TcrB, and Dkk3) might more likely function in final CPN maturation and refinement of adult connectivity.

In addition to temporal gene expression data, this work identifies differential subtype-specific laminar gene expression. A subset of the identified CPN genes appear specific to CPN in all layers in which CPN reside (i.e. layers II/III and V-VI), while others discriminate between CPN of deep layers and those of superficial layers (Figure 3). Further, several genes finely subdivide CPN within individual layers, and appear to label discrete CPN subpopulations that have not been previously described using anatomical or morphological criteria[58,81]. Interestingly, while a number of the genes expressed specifically in superficial layer CPN are expressed throughout the entirety of layers II/III, some genes are restricted to only the most superficial portion of layers II/III, while other genes are restricted to the deeper portion of superficial layers (Figure 3).

In isolation, differences in laminar expression might merely reflect major or minor birthdate differences. However, in light of being specific to CPN versus other neocortical projection neurons, and considering the existence of diverse hodological CPN subpopulations already identified, these differentially expressed genes might be hypothesized to be molecular controls and/or functional hallmarks of these previously identified subpopulations, as well as
of novel, as-of-yet unidentified subpopulations of CPN. Molecular-genetic controls expressed in all laminae where CPN reside are more likely to control top-level, unifying properties of CPN, such as midline crossing and avoidance of corticofugal fate and connectivity. Alternatively, these broadly expressed genes might have more restricted functions due to combinatorial intersection with areally restricted binding partners and/or co-factors (such precedents exist for a number of broadly expressed cortical genes including Bhlhb5[18], Clim and Lmo4[19], and AP2[79]).

Since superficial layers have undergone substantial evolutionary expansion in comparison to deep layers (as discussed in more detail below), genes with expression restricted to deep layers might reflect transcriptional changes that allowed CPN to arise from evolutionarily older CFuPN populations[15,19,88]. Deep cortical layers also contain the overwhelming majority of CPN with dual-projecting axons[58,65], so genes expressed in subpopulations of deep layer CPN might, for example, identify and control development of specific dual-projecting populations. In contrast, genes restricted to superficial layer CPN might serve as controls over development of columnar collaterals. Alternatively, CPN expressing superficial layer-restricted genes might represent novel CPN subpopulations that evolved later and are born later in cortical development than deep layer CPN. In addition, differential combinations of these genes identify even more sublaminae than are observed by examining single genes in isolation. Thus, it is evident that there is striking molecular, and likely hodological and functional, diversity within the broad population of CPN. Investigation of functions of these combinatorial molecular-genetic controls will allow for better characterization and understanding of functions and clinical relevance of these and other unique subpopulations of CPN.

**Evolution**

CPN and their associated axonal pathway in the corpus callosum arose relatively recently in evolution; observed first in placental mammals[2]. The corpus callosum is not unique in its ability to connect the two neocortical hemispheres, but is the only fiber tract devoted solely to integration of information from the two cortical hemispheres. In non-placental mammals, such as marsupials, the dominant interhemispheric fiber tract in the brain is the much smaller anterior commissure, consisting of interhemispheric fibers from the amygdala, olfactory tract, and temporal lobes, as well as long-distance connections from the neocortex that take a convoluted route to project to the contralateral neocortex[2]. The hippocampal commissure also plays a role, albeit much smaller than the anterior commissure, in enabling interhemispheric communication in animals lacking a corpus callosum [2,89]. Pre-existence of these other commissural tracts might have more readily allowed for evolution and establishment of cortical commissural projection neurons that became CPN. For example, hippocampal commissure axons, in addition to cingulate axons, might pioneer the path that neocortical CPN later follow across the corpus callosum, suggesting that these hippocampal commissural neurons might have fasciculated with emerging early CPN to enable their crossing of the midline barrier to first project across the region that is now the corpus callosum [34,38,89].

The broad laminar distribution of CPN speaks not only to a broad time window of CPN generation in development from diverse progenitor populations, but also suggests preferential evolutionary expansion of this neuronal population as the cortex expanded throughout evolution. The telencephalon of sauropsids (e.g. reptiles and birds) is a three-layered structure that is evolucionarily related to layers I, V, and VI in the mammalian neocortex, but is devoid of CPN[88,90]. The evolutionarily novel cortical layers II/III, which are present in rodents, are greatly expanded in primates[88,91] (Figure 4), as is the volume of white matter in the corpus callosum[1], with over 190 million axons in the human[92]. These mammalian neocortical superficial layers arise primarily from progenitors...
of the SVZ[7], which is a distinct progenitor zone present in mammals and some sauropsids (including birds and crocodilians, but not turtles), but not in amphibians[90]. The SVZ itself has greatly expanded and diversified in primates to include two distinct regions, the inner and the outer SVZ, which generate the expanded cortical diversity, particularly in superficial layers, found in primates[91,93,94] (Figure 4). The outer SVZ contains unique self-renewing, proliferative, radial glia-like progenitors that are distinct from those in the inner SVZ[93,94]. A number of molecular controls over SVZ populations have been identified, including T-box brain gene 2 [(Tbr2), also known as Eomes][95–97], and subventricular-expressed transcript 1 (Svet1)[7]. Given that the majority of CPN reside in the evolutionarily expanded superficial layers generated from this progressively expanded population of intermediate progenitors, it is logical to hypothesize that CPN have undergone extensive expansion throughout evolution of the cerebral cortex. Thus, compared to deep layer-restricted CFuPN, CPN might be predicted to serve especially important roles in primate cognitive function.

Expansion of superficial neocortical layers in primate evolution far exceeds expansion of deep layers [88]. A large portion of CPN with known heterotopic long-range dual-projecting axons reside in deep neocortical layers, suggesting that deep layer CPN might have been evolutionarily co-opted from existing populations of CFuPN to project not only to subcortical targets, but also across the midline to connect and integrate the two hemispheres of the neocortex. Once the early, deep population(s) of CPN were established, their presence might have favored expansion of the neocortex, and addition of more subtypes of CPN to augment the functionally advantageous rapid and precise integration of neocortical hemispheres, perhaps first in primary visual cortex[2] or newly evolving motor cortex[89]. Interestingly, there is a large group of CPN-enriched genes expressed in sublaminae within superficial neocortical layers in mouse[81]. In the mouse, neocortical layers II and III are not typically distinguished as distinct, but they are expanded and obviously distinct in primates. While developmental expression of these sublaminar CPN genes in primate cortex is not currently known, some (e.g. Cux2, Nectin-3, and Plxnd1) display similar expression in adult human cortex as in mouse cortex [98,99]. It is interesting to speculate that sublaminarily-distributed genes might serve as evolutionarily early molecular identifiers of the further expansion and specialization of superficial layers in primates.

Conclusion

Recent evidence supports a growing understanding and new appreciation of the striking diversity within the broad population of CPN. CPN are defined by their homotopically projecting axons across the corpus callosum, but some subpopulations of CPN have dual-projecting axons to long distance ipsilateral and contralateral targets, while other subpopulations participate in local column circuitry, both ipsilaterally and contralaterally. The progressive evolutionary emergence of complexity and increased diversity of connectivity in the cerebral cortex also suggests diversity in the origin of CPN. Deep-layer CPN might have arisen from evolutionarily older CFuPN[15,19], while superficial-layer CPN expanded greatly with the expansion of the SVZ in the progression from lower mammals to primates and humans. Currently, molecular-genetic controls over CPN as a broad population, and over specific subpopulations of CPN, are being discovered and functionally investigated. This work elucidating the connectivity, guidance, and molecular characteristics of CPN, both as a broad population and as distinct hodological and functional subpopulations of CPN, will greatly contribute to a better understanding of CPN and complex associative cognitive functions in which they play critical roles. More in-depth understanding of the specific functions of individual CPN subpopulations will enable more sophisticated understanding of cortical function, and diagnosis of neurological abnormalities.
involving CPN and the corpus callosum, including agenesis of the corpus callosum, ASD, and likely other syndromes of high-level dysfunction of associative connectivity.
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Figure 1. CPN development and diversity
(a) During development, callosal axons (red) turn toward the midline. Multiple glial populations (blue) and mixed neuronal/glial populations (purple) play critical roles in CPN axon guidance and midline crossing. Pioneering axons (brown) from neurons of the cingulate cortex begin the process of midline crossing. This schematic represents processes that occur across multiple embryonic times during mouse CPN development. Abbreviations: CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate zone; SVZ, subventricular zone; VZ, ventricular zone; IGG, indusium griseum glia; GW, glial wedge; SCS, subcallosal sling; MZG, midline zipper glia. (b) At least four major types of adult CPN can be classified based on projection patterns. These include: single projections to the contralateral cortex (red); dual projections to the contralateral cortex and ipsilateral or contralateral striatum (green); dual projections to the contralateral cortex and ipsilateral premotor cortex (blue); or dual projections to the contralateral cortex and ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex (purple).
Figure 2.
Schematic representation of an experimental approach used to identify CPN-specific genes. CPN (red), corticothalamic projection neurons (purple), corticospinal motor neurons (green), and corticotectal projection neurons (blue) were retrogradely labeled at distinct stages of development from the contralateral hemisphere, the thalamus, the spinal cord, and the superior colliculus, respectively. Labeled neurons were dissociated, purified using fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS), and followed by comparative microarray genetic expression analysis\[10,14,81–84\]. Adapted, with permission, from Ref. [81].
Figure 3. Spatially-restricted genes identify novel CPN subpopulations
Schematic representation of neocortical layers depicting laminar-specific expression of 20 selected, representative genes expressed by early postnatal CPN within the neocortex [81]. Dark and light blue bands indicate high and low levels of expression, respectively. Grey oblique stripes demarcate layers in which CPN reside. Most of these genes have dynamic patterns of expression through development; therefore, developmental stage must be considered when using these genes to identify specific populations of CPN. Representative genes are depicted with multiple patterns of laminar expression: most cortical layers; and deep cortical layers only (top row); superficial cortical layers only (middle row); and subdivisions of superficial layers (bottom row). See text and Table S1 in supplementary material online for more detailed expression and references. Abbreviations: roman numerals indicate neocortical layers (I-VI); SP, subplate.
Figure 4. Comparison of developing and adult mammalian neocortex of mouse, macaque, and human shows correlations between SVZ expansion, superficial neocortical layer expansion, and white matter expansion

Schematic comparison of histological sections of (a) developing and adult mouse, (b) developing and adult rhesus macaque monkey, and (c) adult human neocortex. Adult cross-sections are from visual cortex. The thicknesses are represented relative to a common scale. Callosal projection neurons (red) reside mostly in layers II/III (~80%), V (~20%), and VI (few %) in the adult neocortex. There is a strong correlation between the expansion of the SVZ and the expansion of the superficial layer thickness and neocortical white matter.

Abbreviations: E, embryonic; PP, preplate; VZ, ventricular zone; MZ, marginal zone; CP, cortical plate; SP, subplate; SVZ, subventricular zone; OSVZ, outer SVZ; ISVZ, inner SVZ; OFL, outer fibrous layer; IFL, inner fibrous layer; WM, white matter; Roman numerals denote neocortical layers (IVI). Adapted and expanded with permission from Ref. [91] (macaque) with data from Ref [100] (mouse), and Refs [1,99] (human).